Thornton Vare Seminars
…the new way to learn
Excel Seminars Delegate Comments
This was the best IT training that I have attended. I think the seminar format is a cost effective
way of delivering this course. I always enjoy learning from experts in their field.
I really enjoyed the course and definitely picked up loads of very useful tips that I didn’t know
before attending.
Best IT course I have attended, thoroughly enjoyed it. It was interesting, informative and I
have learnt everything I needed in three hours. Tony was very funny and explained everything
well. I did not want the course to end. Thank you!
So many light bulb moments I was almost blinded by the light!
Tony’s knowledge of the software is exceptional and he is a clear and entertaining presenter.
This is a very good way of demonstrating the capabilities of the software and a great way of
training where an individual already has some basic knowledge. It has saved me time and
money. I have always been impressed by the courses Tony and Sue have organized. I think
this change in format is very effective.
Excellent course, Tony gave comprehensive presentation, with friendly style. The course
notes and workbook were very helpful in my learning.
I can honestly say that this was the best course I have ever attended. I was a little worried
that I would not understand parts of it but Tony was so clear and concise I was able to
understand everything. I would not hesitate recommending your Company to anyone and I
would most definitely attend another, given the chance!
Fantastic seminar. Very engaging.
As you can see I couldn’t fault the training. I found this style of training without a computer
really suited me.
I thought the seminar was brilliant. I always struggle with Excel and other programmes and
dread any sort of training session but this was totally engaging and a pleasure to be a part of.
Really enjoyed it and already making a start on new features in Excel which I have never
used before.
It was very nice to be there to learn these new skills. Method of teaching was better than
hands on training.
Tony was a fantastic tutor who clearly has an impeccable knowledge of Excel. I found the day
so useful and interesting and would definitely recommend. Faultless 😊
Was not initially looking forward to a hands off seminar but it works very, very well. Very good
quality content. I wish I had completed this sooner.
Thank you Tony! Another very useful and engaging session.
I found the seminar highly engaging and interactive. I knew some of the content but did not
know the shortcuts. The shortcuts will be really helpful. The tips on pivot tables were
especially helpful.
Great course, lots of very useful content. Hope to put it into practise soon.
That was without doubt the most useful "training" I have ever been on. You made everything
so easy to understand. I'm actually getting asked things about Excel in my office now....AND I
CAN TELL THEM THE RIGHT ANSWER!!! Thank you very much!
Tony was an excellent teacher, engaged and engaging. The pace was exactly right and it was
an enjoyable, fun way to learn.
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I really enjoyed it. It wasn’t boring and was very easy to understand. Some simple things
which will really make a difference to my daily work.
Really extremely useful and very well presented. An obvious natural teacher which makes all
the difference. Have already recommended the seminar to several people!
I really enjoyed the seminar and wasn’t expecting to! Tony made the learning real with his
presentation style and made sure everyone was following the process.
A very useful seminar; the right pace and content as far as I was concerned. It will certainly
same me time and a degree of frustration in future - I also now understand that the sudden
appearance of ##### in a cell does not mean the world has ended!
It was an eye opener and I’m already using what I’ve learnt. Should save me plenty of time.
I thought it was a brilliant format and far better than having to click buttons on keyboards at
the pace of the slowest in the room. I really did think it was all excellent.
I picked up some really useful shortcuts which I had no idea were available, and learnt some
new functions of Excel. A really useful seminar, which I will definitely be recommending to my
colleagues. Thank you for a great seminar.
The seminar was packed so full of useful information, I couldn't think of a way of making it any
better.
Thanks for the little tips that you have shown me. I have taken them back with me and they
have made a huge difference to the way in which I use my spreadsheets.
It was brilliant! Very well organised and presented. Tony was clear and precise and
instructions were easy to follow with very useful shortcuts.
I found this seminar very useful. The style and presentation of the seminar was excellent much better than a ‘hands on’ approach which can be slow and fragmented. I felt you were
able to convey a lot of information in a short space of time. It was very useful to have all the
information sent on afterwards so I did not feel I had to take copious notes and miss bits of
the presentation while doing so.
Tony was fantastic – this is the first time I have seen someone make spreadsheets fun.
I really enjoyed this and found it helpful. Was slightly concerned at first because it wasn’t
“hand’s on” but it soon became apparent this was a very good way of covering a lot in a short
time.
Despite being an ‘established’ user of Excel, as I hoped, this seminar revealed so many
useful tips to speed things up, and also functionality that has already improved my efficiency I put the teaching into practice the same evening, generating new Excel chart systems in a
fraction of the time I would have required previously.
I found the morning engaging and I picked some really useful tips, things that will be relevant
and beneficial to my work straight away. I thought that the format was great and the length
was right – I was back in the office in time to do a full afternoon’s work.
I thoroughly enjoyed the seminar and learned a lot of very useful new ideas about Excel. I
was very impressed with the level of preparation that Tony had put into the seminar and felt
that he really understood what kinds of things we as pharmacists do with Excel data. It was
presented in a very relaxed manner and Tony was a very engaging presenter.
Had many, many “ohhh yeah…” moments!
Having been very sceptical about how the seminar was to be delivered I really enjoyed it and
learnt a lot. Tony was fantastic and I came away feeling fired up to take on the challenges of
Excel. I have already started to use some of the material from the seminar. I would have no
hesitation in attending one of your seminars again. Thank you so much.
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Fantastic - excellent use of time, very effective. Can’t wait to play with Excel again.
I would really recommend Tony as a trainer. With hands-off training it is not easy to ensure
the audience are engaged in the presentation when they are being talked to for a whole
morning but Tony’s pace, style and knowledge was excellent. I’m really pleased I attended
this seminar and it has left me more confident in my Excel use and without a doubt, has
highlighted areas I can make efficiencies. Who doesn’t want to save time!
The Excel session was absolutely brilliant for learning more functions and shortcuts to those I
already use. It engaged me and held my attention throughout with the format of examples
which all related back to a humorous central story. The notes I have received this morning are
a terrific aide memoir in addition to the notes I made during the course and very useful
documents to have. Thank you for an enjoyable course.
This was one of the best seminars I have attended. I learned so much about Excel this
morning and it is greatly appreciated.
I thought it would be really helpful to have the notes from the seminar to refer back to when
completing the exercises. Really enjoyed the course content - very informative.
I thought it was very refreshing to have a presenter with a good sense of humour, who
delivered the seminar in clear layman’s terms.
It was great! The session was really good and informative, I learnt a lot and I really enjoyed
the session.
I seem to have a mental block with Excel and have attended previous interactive course so
thought this approach was very good. Enabled us to just concentrate on what was being said.
Thought Tony delivered really well, very engaging (and good terrible jokes). Overall really
enjoyed the session and would recommend.
I learnt a lot of information from this seminar- it was great.
I thoroughly enjoyed the seminar yesterday afternoon and felt as though I have learnt a lot
more.
Thanks again, it was useful and informative. Just the right amount of time and material to get
through.
Thought I understood basic Excel but the seminar was an eye-opener in shortcuts compared
to the long-winded way I have been doing things.
The seminar was very enjoyable and pitched at a very understandable level.
I enjoyed the seminar format. The tutor presented the topics at the appropriate pace within
the allocated timescale.
I really enjoyed the seminar. I was apprehensive about coming because when a workshop is
being held with laptops I used to fall behind and panic. But this way felt comfortable and it
was at a pace that was expectable. I will definitely recommend the course.
The location was perfect for public transport. Thank you again and will hopefully see you in
the future.
I thoroughly enjoyed attending the seminar. I thought that it was very well structured and
informative. I was very impressed with the knowledge shared and I did not feel overwhelmed
with the information given as the tutor was very clear and to the point making it easy to follow.
I particularly liked at the start of the seminar you are advised detailed notes would be sent to
you therefore allowing you to be able to fully concentrate and listen to the demonstration
given as I often find that when you are learning and taking notes you miss out on key
information provided.
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I was put on this course through work however if this was not the case I would have been
very happy to pay for this out of my own pocket as I believe it was 100% worth the money.
Thank you so much for this seminar, I was petrified of Excel prior to the course. I now feel
more confident.
Great delivery and lots of useful tips.
Tony was very entertaining and knew his stuff. I found him to be very funny and this made the
course even more enjoyable.
Thank you for an excellent morning. I learned lots of new tips that will make me more efficient.
I shall recommend the course to my colleagues and juniors.
It was perfect for me.
Tony was a great tutor and went at just the right pace; I learned lots of useful tips for Excel
which I will find extremely useful for my role. Thank you.
The Excel seminar was very useful from my perspective, there were several things that I had
forgotten and some new techniques learnt.
Tony was really friendly and went through the training thoroughly. I left the course feeling
great that I had learnt tips which I didn’t know beforehand.
Very good and got lot out of the seminar
Great seminar, well presented, thoroughly enjoyed.
I found the seminar very useful and learnt a lot more than I thought I would. Will definitely
recommend to others.
I really like this new approach because it enabled the instructor to cover several topics in a
short period of time.
Nothing to add other than it was excellent and I would highly recommend it to others.
I feel that this seminar aided my understanding of Excel and the various different functions
where Excel may be needed. Well-presented and Tony was very nice also, making sure
everyone understood and was comfortable. Lovely chap!
Really enjoyable (for what is a dry topic, let’s be honest!), and helped with some gaps that I
have with Excel.
Well delivered training, and I would highly recommend attending one if you use Excel a lot.
This is the first hands-off training I’ve attended and I would definitely attend this type of course
again as I found the quicker pace much better for me.
I thought the presentation was great and really well delivered. I learned so much.
I really like the hands off approach, after too many other MS Office training courses with
attendees of varied IT skill standards – as a result we covered a lot more in the same time. As
well as learning the course skills, you pick up little helpful tips that speed up day to day work.
Seminar was a great insight into the advanced features of Excel. The tutor was
knowledgeable and answered any question raised with a suitable answer/solution.
Excellent seminar. Prior to the seminar I was a little unsure of how the ‘hands off’ approach
would work. Found it worked exceptionally well and was geared to all levels. The follow up
notes/documents are also greatly appreciated for reference. Worthwhile seminar which I will
happily recommend to my colleagues.
I really enjoyed the seminar and learnt lots of useful tips which will be really beneficial to me
in my work. Tony’s delivery style was most excellent.
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The seminar was very good and I got a lot of very useful information from it. I can’t think of
anything that would assist in improving the course because in my opinion, it is already at a
very high standard. And that’s not taking into account the very likeable, personable host who
kept things interesting with his dry sense of humour – which continually brought all my
colleagues to fits of laughter throughout the day.
Thank you for providing such an informative session and making it easier to understand what
can be a complex subject.
Really enjoyed. I was initially sceptical that this was hands off but I thought the course worked
really well and would recommend!
Tony presented what has the potential to be a somewhat dry subject, in an interesting and
informative way. The examples used data which was complex enough to show the ‘point of
the data’ but not so complex that you became lost in trying to understand the data and missed
the message or skill that was being shared.
Nothing to fault at all about the seminar. Excel is not an easy topic to present and remain
engaging but presenter kept attention and was very informative.
Tony was very entertaining and knew his stuff. I found him to be very funny and this made the
course even more enjoyable.
Presentation, content/ knowledge, and flexibility of the tutor was excellent. Many thanks,
Tony.
I really liked the set-up of the seminar ie having a lecture style and then being sent the
seminar notes and data – it gives a chance to practice and provides a reference for refreshing
the mind.
At first I was surprised not to be using a computer to follow the examples but I think the
seminar was actually delivered much better without it. It was easier to watch the
demonstrations and make notes than be trying to follow along. I enjoyed the seminar and
learnt a lot more than I thought I would.
Will definitely recommend to everyone.
I really enjoyed the course and definitely picked up some very useful tips that I didn’t know
before attending. If permitted, I would like to attend further courses.
Very useful morning. Presented very clearly and easy to understand.
Thought the seminar was well presented and informative.
This was a new way of learning for me and I was surprised to find it works a lot better for me,
I do feel that I have learnt a lot.
Thoroughly enjoyed the content of the seminars, very relevant to my role and I learned a lot
from it.
One of the best training events I have ever attended.
I love the lecture-style of these seminars – really useful and loads of content covered. Many
thanks.
Thank you – it was my second course with you – it was really informative.
Simply the best!
I wasn’t sure about not using a PC to work through examples during the seminar but I am now
fully converted to the approach delivered in the seminar. Picked up some really good tips and
shortcuts which will have an immediate impact and will enable me to use Excel more
effectively and save time! Well presented by Tony, clear and easy to follow. Thank you.
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